### Microsoft Sculpt Keyboard

- **Features**
  - Wireless
  - Split keyboard design helps to position wrists and forearms in a natural, relaxed position
  - Includes gel wrist rest pads
  - Comes with wireless, separate number key pad can be used with left/right hand
  - Comes with wireless mouse
  - Win 7/Win 8 /Mac compatible

- **Procurement**
  - Find from various online retailers
  - Search “Microsoft Sculpt Keyboard”

### Microsoft Natural 4000

- **Features**
  - Split key layout good for a more natural wrist position while keying
  - Larger keyboard size is good for individuals with broader shoulders and longer arms
  - Note: not a good option for smaller individuals using mouse on the right side due to reach and mouse reaching
  - Includes gel wrist rest pads
  - Hot keys

- **Procurement**
  - OfficeMax
  - Item# 283736

### Kinesis Freestyle2

- **Features**
  - Keyboard can be pivoted or tilted for comfort
  - Split key layout good for a more natural wrist position while keying
  - Keyboard can also be separated up to 8”
  - Numeric pad is embedded or can be purchased separately
  - Driverless hot keys

- **Procurement**
  - Find from various online retailers
  - Search “Microsoft Sculpt Keyboard”

### Kinesis Key Pad

- **Features**
  - Separate 10-key numeric keypad for users of the kinesis Freestyle 2
  - Low force keys
  - Flexibility with positioning
  - Can be ordered with keyboard or separately

- **Procurement**
  - Find from various online retailers
  - Search “Kinesis Freestyle 2 Separate Keypad”
| Kinesis VIP Kit | • V-Lifter provides adjustable tilt of 10-15 degrees  
• Integrated palm supports  
• Typically ordered with the keyboard  
• V-Lifters are available for trail from the Ergo-Lab (contact the ergonomics department) | Find from various online retailers  
Search “Kinesis Freestyle 2 V-Lifter” |
| Evoluent Essentials Full Compact Keyboard | • Compact keyboard allows for computer mouse to be closer so your arm is more relaxed | Find from various online retailers  
Search “Evoluent Essentials Compact Keyboard” |
| Evoluent Keyboard | • Numeric keypad on the left, allowing mouse to be closer on the right  
• Hot keys for one touch access to the Internet, e-mail, media player, volume control, standby, power off and other functions  
• PC/MAC compatible | Find from various online retailers  
Search “Evoluent Mouse Friendly Keyboard” |
| Logitech K360 Wireless Keyboard | • Short-width keyboard to allow mouse to be closer to the user  
• Includes standard 10-key  
• All standard keys are present but arranged for compact design  
• Compatible with PC’s, may lack full compatibility with some Mac computers | OfficeMax  
Item# 471319 |